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KHAṬṬA AND THE TERRITORIAL STRUCTURE OF EARLY MUSLIM TOWNS

The term khaṭṭa, literally, “marked out,” was commonly used by Arab historians in the early Muslim period in descriptions of the laying out of towns. Its meaning in current scholarship has, however, often been misunderstood, and that in turn has led to misconceptions about how towns were planned. Consequently clarifying its meaning will clarify how those early towns were structured.

Islamic towns varied in their formation all the way from decentralized development through small-scale building by the inhabitants to very organized formations planned by a central authority. G. E. von Grunebaum has suggested that they should consequently be divided into two classes, which he labeled “spontaneous” and “created.” Examples of spontaneous towns, i.e., towns developed independent of any government planning, are Karbala and Mashhad. The “created” type are subdivided into several groups. First of all are the princely towns that were founded when a ruler decided to move his residence from an old capital to a nearby new one. Examples are al-Muʿtasim’s founding of Samarra about seventy miles north of Baghdad, and the Aghlabids’ building of Raqqa six miles from Qairawan. Second are the fortress towns or ribats such as Rabat in Morocco. Third are the capitals or other politically inspired towns such as Baghdad, the capital of the Abbasids, and Fez, whose founding marked the rise of the Idrisids. Finally, there are the military garrison towns (anṣār) such as Kufa and Basra in Iraq, Fustat in Egypt, and Qairawan in Tunisia. The discussion here will center on this last type.

Accounts describing town foundations have also often been misconstrued because of the preconceptions of some scholars. Creswell, for example, understood the verb ikhlaṭṭa to mean simply “marked out,” and concluded from that that Basra, Kufa, and Fustat must have been “chaotic labyrinths of lanes and blind alleys, of tents and huts alternating with waste ground,” and that “at Kufa the inhabitants of one quarter required a guide when they entered another.” These remarks reflect the scholars’ tendency to judge Muslim towns in terms of Roman or Hellenistic ones which they regard as highly ordered. In exploring the structure of Muslim towns, for example, von Grunebaum notes their lack of gymnasiuums and theaters. When referring to early Muslim towns, Lammens states that “the variety of terms employed by Arabic historians — hira, fustat, Kairouan — suggest the picturesque disorder of a growing city.” Finally, J. Lassner, when he compares garrison towns with Baghdad, says that “the early pattern of growth which was characteristic of such military colonies as al-Basra and al-Kufa was rapid and without real awareness of the formal elements of city planning.”

Scholars have also agreed that all garrison towns followed the same process in their creation. A. R. Guest, for example, says of the original layout of Basra, Kufa, and Fustat that “with some differences, the three towns were much alike in their general character; and what is wanting in the description of one may be filled up from the accounts of the others with some confidence.” The question then becomes, if they were not planned, why do they so resemble each other? The answer is that the resemblance comes from the application in all of them of the same set of specific principles.

The mechanisms for establishing ownership in the early Muslim period were first by occupying it, which is the ultimate source of any land ownership; second, by selling or giving it away; and third by inheritance. Simple occupation was common, since in the early Islamic period in these expanding towns vacant, unclaimed land was plentiful. As a result, claiming land in this fashion received extensive discussion by Muslim jurists, who recognized unclaimed and unused land as “dead” (mawād) land, and followed certain principles in dealing with it. Land is considered dead (i.e., fallow or unoccupied) if there is no trace of building or cultivation on it or if it is not being used by the locality for common pasture, burial ground, or as a source of wood.
of fodder for cattle.\(^9\) When it abuts towns or cities, all but a few jurists of the Hanafi rite also consider it dead.\(^\text{10}\)

According to custom, dead lands can be revived and the revivers become its owners. \(\text{iṭā}^\text{a}\), which literally means “life giving,” signifies in the context of land ownership the rights to the land that accrue to the reviver. There is ample evidence in the Prophet’s traditions to support the principle that ownership of dead land can be assumed by cultivating it or building on it.\(^\text{11}\) The Prophet said, “The people are God’s people, the land is God’s land; he who revives a piece of dead land will own it, and the unjust root has no right.”\(^\text{12}\) The acts of rulers also support it. A man who had revived dead land came to \(\text{Abū al-Ḥusayn}\), the fourth caliph, and said, “I came across a land that was ruined or its inhabitants had left it, and I dug irrigation ditches and cultivated it.” \(\text{Abū al-Ḥusayn}\) responded, “Eat pleasurably; you are righteous not impious, a reviver not a destroyer.” Jurists also supported the right to revive dead land. Ibn Qudama relates that “reviving dead lands is the custom in all regions, even if there are differences among jurists regarding its regulation.”\(^\text{13}\)

Bestowing land by allotment (\(\text{iqā}^\text{a}\)) is similar to claiming it by revival, but it refers to land bestowed by the ruler to individuals. These allotments can carry either outright ownership or simply the right to use the land.\(^\text{14}\) In either case, the land can be “dead” or it can be land owned by the state. \(\text{iqā}^\text{a}\) was most commonly used in new towns. In \(\text{Futūḥ al-Buldān},\) al-Baladhuri refers to it more than ninety times. In one of those citations he reports that when Caliph \(\text{Abū al-Ḥusayn}\) resided in Haruni in 847, he “built many buildings and allotted land (\(\text{iqā}^\text{a}\)) to people in the outskirts of Surrahmanra’a…. Then he established the town that he called al-Mutawakkiliyya.”\(^\text{15}\)

Demarcation (\(\text{ḥithjār}\)) was an aspect of both revival and allotment. It referred to the marking out of a piece of land — whether claimed by the individuals or allotted as a land grant by the ruler — with stones or the like. When done in this way, the right to the land was limited to three years\(^\text{16}\) and did not involve ownership.

Arabic terms usually had many meanings and connotations; in addition, from a single word, many other verbs and nouns were derived with meanings totally different from the original root. All those meanings were readily understood by everyone; as a result, the texts do not bother to define their terms. Today, however, they have to be determined from the context in which they are found. In some cases, in addition, those meanings changed over time. If scholars depend solely on the original root to determine the meaning of the derived word confusion can easily result.

Such a confusion has surrounded the word \(\text{khattā}^\text{a}\). Literally it means “line,” but the sources reveal other meanings as well. The historian Ibn Manzur (d. 1312) defines the noun \(\text{al-khattā}^\text{a}\) as the “rectangular shape of a thing,” for example, a rectangular plot of land. He says that it also means a road. \(\text{Takhrīf}\) is the act of laying out straight lines (\(\text{tasfīr}\)). He adds that people usually say a person “is marking” (\(\text{yakhuṭtā}^\text{a}\), the present continuous tense) on the land, if he is thinking about a decision. As a noun, \(\text{al-khuṭṭā}^\text{a}\) or \(\text{al-khuṭṭatū}\) means the settling of land that has not been settled before.\(^\text{17}\) The confusion is compounded because there is no exact equivalent of the verb \(\text{khāṭṭā}^\text{a}\) in English.

Ibn Manzur goes on to say that:

\[
\text{khāṭṭah} \text{li-nafsīhi khāṭṭā}^\text{a} \text{“(he marked it out for himself”) or ikhūṭṭahā \text{“(he already marked it out for himself”) mean that [the land] was marked by a khattā (i.e., not necessarily by lines) so it would be known that he claimed it (\(\text{ahālīzahā}\)) to build a dwelling on. From this the khattā (plural of khitā) of Kufa and Basra [can be understood]. And [if it said that a person] akhitātā [simple past] a khitā [noun], then this means that he has demarcated a place and outlined (khuṭṭā) it with a wall. Its plural is al-khitātū. And everything you possess [hāṣārāhu; prohibited others from possessing] means that you have marked it out (khāṭṭā, past perfect). Khittātū means the land. And a man [usually] marks out a house (\(\text{wa al-dār} \text{yakhuṭṭātuha al-raju}^\text{a}\)) on land that is not owned in order to prevent others [\(\text{yataхājrawә}^\text{a},\) from building, for example] and builds on it, if the ruler allowed a group of Muslims to mark out dwellings (\(\text{yakhkhatītu al-dār}\)) on a specific site to make their residence (\(\text{wa yattakhidhū masākina lahum}\)), as they did in Kufa, Basra, and Baghdad.\(^\text{18}\)
\]

The explanations in this passage indicate that two basic terms were derived from the word \(\text{khat}^\text{a}\), one is the verb \(\text{khat}^\text{a}\) and its derivatives of past and present, etc., such as \(\text{yakhuṭṭū}^\text{a}, \text{khuṭṭā}^\text{a}, \text{ikkhuṭṭahā}^\text{a}\). The other is the noun khitā and its derivatives such as \(\text{al-khitā}^\text{a}, \text{al-khitātū}\), etc., on which the action is taking place. The verb can refer to straight lines, rectangular things, a well-thought-out action, and outlining or marking with lines or walls. The word hāṣārā (“preventing others”) was used by Ibn Manzur to explain \(\text{khat}^\text{a}\) which also adds an element of control. The noun hāṣāra refers to spaces that are controlled.\(^\text{19}\) Ibn Manzur’s use of the word hāṣāra suggests control of the acting party. The ruler’s permission is also needed. The verb \(\text{khat}^\text{a}\) therefore
denotes the act by a resident of claiming and controlling land with the ruler’s permission.

If, as Cresswell suggested, khatfa meant simply delineating, then it would be difficult to find a distinction between khatfa and the verb abta‘ara. If the ruler’s permission is needed for ikhtisāt and the acting party has to make kišfa on a specific site, then how does kišfa differ from the bestowing of allotments by the ruler? Determining the distinction between ibtiyār (demarcation), iḥya (reviving dead land), iqtā (bestowing allotments), and ikhtisāt will provide the key for understanding how early Muslim towns were planned.

How does khatfa relate to building? Al-Jawhari defines the noun kišfa as “land a man has marked out by making lines that indicate the selection by the demarcator of the demarcated site for building and possession.” This definition suggests that the act of building immediately follows khatfa. All other cases also suggest that one follows the other. If they did not the term ibtiyār would have been used. With a few exceptions, the instances in al-Ya‘qubi, al-Baladhuri, al-Samhudi, Abu Yusuf, al-Tabari, and al-Maqrizi all indicate that building (binā) follows khatfa. One of the exceptions is in al-Baladhuri, when he reports that Ibn al-Adrā marked out (ikhtisfa) a mosque, but did not build it, and he prayed in the place although it was not built; then ‘Utbā built it. From all this, we can conclude that khatfa means the act of claiming a plot of land on which one intends to build by marking it out, with the ruler’s permission, and that it almost always preceded the actual building.

Guest says that “kišfa seems to convey the idea of marking out with a line; its general meaning is ground occupied for the first time, a ‘pitch’ or holding; hence it comes to mean a site of any sort.” This definition clearly mixes the verb khatfa which denotes action with the noun kišfa which is the site. Al-Baladhuri uses the verb khatfa in describing the foundation of a mosque in Basra, “He commanded the marking-out (ikhtisfa) of the mosque by his hand.” The structure of the sentence suggests that khatfa carries the implication that the ground is marked by the acting party and not by a ruler; if it had been marked out by the ruler, then it would have been an allotment (iqtā). But this definition does not rule out the possibility that yet another party was involved. Yaqut relates that when the Prophet came to Medina, he “allotted the people the houses (dūr) and dwellings (riāb) and he marked them out (khatfa) for the Bani Zahra [i.e., more than one family]; and he allotted [one to] al-Zubayr b. al-‘Awwam.”

This passage suggests that khatfa as a verb denoted both bestowing and marking the site, and that it could be done by a third party. In this case, the Prophet both bestowed and marked out the land for the Bani Zahra to define its boundaries. It is also reported that the Prophet marked out (khatfa) the house of Uthman, the third caliph. But aside from these and a few similar instances, in all the cases I turned up in the literature the actual marking out was done by the prospective inhabitant of the kišfa. In any case, only the structure of the sentence itself can tell us who the acting party is.

Yaqut’s statement does, however, suggest a difference between khatfa and aqtā’ (the act of bestowing the allotment). Aqtā’ involves bestowing a specific site, whose boundaries are established by the ruler, to a party (whether one person or a group such as a family or tribe), which must revive it within a limited time. It cannot be owned unless it is revived. Khatfa is the act of marking out a site within a specific area with the ruler’s permission by the party involved. The party, not the ruler, decides on its specific boundaries. In aqtā’, revival need not take place immediately; khatfa indicates that building will immediately follow.

The difference in usage of these two verbs by historians is clear when they speak of new towns. Khatfa is used in descriptions of Qairawan, Kufa, Basra, and Fustat; aqtā’ is used in describing a more organized system such as that used in Baghdad. The difference between them lies in who makes the decision. If the party decides for itself, then the process is khatfa; if the decision is made by someone else, especially a central authority, then it is aqtā’. This is very clear in al-Ya‘qubi’s description of al-Qatul’s foundation by al-Mu’tasim in 835, in which he states that al-Mu’tasim “marked out (akhtatfa) the location of the town that he built; and he bestowed (aqt’ā) allotments on the people, and he started to build, then [or until] the people built palaces and houses; [consequently] the markets were established; then he [al-Mu’tasim] traveled from Qatul to Surramanra’a.” Ibn Durayd explains that kišfa is the name of a place that is marked out by a person for himself (yakhshatuku linafsihī). Thus khatfa is always undertaken by the party named in the sentence — the reverse of aqtā’ — and always suggests that the acting party was in control.

Does kišfa connote anything about the kind of building that will be constructed, or is its meaning restricted solely to the building’s boundaries? References to it in the historians suggest the latter: it pertains strictly to the site and says nothing about what
is to be built on it. Al-Ya‘qubi, for example, reports that during Abu al-‘Abbas’s reign (d. 754), Abu Ja‘far marked out (akhtat) al-Rafiqa on the banks of the Euphrates and Adham b. Mihriz designed it (wa han-dasahe lahu). When khatta is used as a verb it tells us the size of the contracting party and the size of the site: if it is used in combination with the name of a person, we know it is referring to the building of a dwelling for an individual or family; if it is used in combination with the name of a tribe, we know that it is referring to a piece of land that is collectively owned by that tribe. In his study of Fustat, Guest concludes that “the areas occupied by individuals among the founders for their houses were known as their khitat... The term applies equally to collective holdings. Where the dwellings of bodies such as tribes or subtribes were grouped within a common boundary, the ground included was called the khitat (noun) of the group. It is to be noticed that a khita of this kind might be a part of another, as, for instance, the khita of a tribe might contain khita of sections and these in turn khita of families.”

Guest’s conclusion is of great importance to our investigation. The verb khatta and the noun khita cannot be clearly understood unless the party referred to is mentioned. In Arabic, the language often tells us whether the noun refers to a male (khittatuhu), a female (khittatuhu), a clan, subtribe or tribe, or even a group of families or individuals with no blood ties (khittatuhum). The verb khatta must occur in conjunction with a person or group and also tells us something about them: khatta (past tense) tells us it is a male individual; khattat, a female, khatat or ikhatat, a tribe. In short, who the party is can easily be inferred from the structure of the sentence. If it is a tribe, and the tribe collectively marks out and claims the khita, that khita can include other khitas (plural of khita) for subtribes which in turn can contain khitas belonging to various families. Each khita is claimed by whoever inhabits the site.

Can khatta refer to claiming without reference to marking or walling-in the site? It is reported that the Prophet David planned to build a house of God in Jerusalem. He marked out (khatta) his claim (khita), “but the khita’s square corner (arbi‘atuba) was under the corner of a house that belonged to a man from Israel.” Using the verb khatta in reporting this incident implies that marking the ground was not essential, but in practice the exceptions were few. Normally khatta did refer to actually marking boundaries with lines or walls or by some other means, i.e., it involved both claiming and marking out a site. In sum, khatta in the early Islamic period meant the act of claiming a property, often but not necessarily by the claimant’s marking it out with lines or structures to establish its boundary after obtaining the ruler’s permission to do so. It represents the first step in the building process, but does not necessarily involve the internal organization of the property. Khatta always involves people, but the party involved can be either an individual or a family, tribe, or other group. Any khita can include other smaller khitas within it; each of these is controlled by its inhabitant(s). The major difference between khatta and aqa’a is in the way the boundary is established. Khatta tells us that the party mentioned decided on the boundaries; aqa’a implies that an outside authority made that decision. This means that the only relation between the authority and the party involved in a khita is the permission. Ithijar refers to the demarcation of dead land; it does not involve a specific place or the ruler’s permission. The dead land can be revived by parties other than the demarcator. Khatta involves the rights to a property that cannot be violated by others; it is entirely under the control of the inhabitants. An analogous expression in English might be to stake out a claim.

Kufa. Kufa was founded as a camp town in the fourth year of ‘Umar b. al-Khattab’s reign (634-44). Al-Baladhuri (d. 892) tells us that when the Muslims in al-Mada’in were plagued by mosquitoes, Sa‘d Ibn Abi Waqqas wrote to ‘Umar informing him of their plight. According to al-Tabari (d. 923), in reply ‘Umar ordered Sa‘d to find a more habitable place to which the Muslims could migrate. ‘Umar’s only stipulation was that no sea should intervene between himself and the Muslims. Accordingly, Sa‘d chose al-Anbar, but there they were plagued by flies, and he had to find yet another site. Sa‘d sent Hudhayfa and Salman to search for it, and they settled on Kufa. Al-Baladhuri recounts that Ibn Buqayla presented himself before Sa‘d and said to him, “I can show you a site which is outside the waterless desert and higher than the marshes.” Saying this, he pointed to Kufa. Al-Tabari reports that Sa‘d made Abu al-Hayyaj responsible for laying out the city. Following ‘Umar’s advice the main roads (al-manāhi‘) were forty cubits wide, the next most important were thirty cubits, and those in between were twenty cubits; the lanes (aziqqah) were seven; and the land grants, except those in Bani Dabbah, sixty cubits. A group of men known for their wisdom and good judgment (ahl al-ra‘a’) were called together to
estimate the measurements; if they agreed on them (ḥattā iḏhā ṣaqāma ‘alā šayʿ), Abu al-Hayyaj would make his decisions accordingly.⁴⁰

The first element to be laid out and built was the mosque. When Saʿd arrived at the site he ordered a man to shoot an arrow toward Mecca (the qibla), another arrow toward the north, a third to the south, and a fourth to the east; he then marked the place where each arrow landed. Saʿd decided that the mosque and the governor’s residence should be placed around the spot where the archer had stood. Al-Tabari says that the places where the arrows fell formed a square in the center of which the mosque was to be located. Saʿd then ordered all others who wished to build to do so outside that square. A ditch (khandaq) was dug around the square (saḥn) “so no one could encroach on it with buildings.” From the square to the north five roads (manāḥij) were marked, to the qibla four, to the east and west three.⁴¹

Decisions regarding where to found the town and where to put the mosque, the governor’s residence, the market, and the square had all been made by Saʿd with the advice of others. ‘Umar had only said that no sea should come between the town and his residence in Medina. Up to this point it appears that the inhabitants had no influence over these decisions. Whether the tribes have any influence over the layout of the town is another question. Before Islam tribes had been a recognized social unit, and that recognition continued after Islam. Each tribe had its khīṭṭa, or territory, within the town, but whether the tribes themselves decided on the location and boundaries of their khīṭṭa, whether they were assigned a location and then settled on the boundary with adjacent tribes, or whether they were assigned the territory and had no influence over its boundary, but were obliged to accept the layout established by a central authority, is unclear. To find the answer, we must first review what we know about the foundation of Basra and Fustat.

*Basra*. Early Muslim towns were first thought by Western scholars to be chaotic and then claimed by Muslim scholars to be planned and ordered. Unfortunately the Muslim scholars perceived a layout prescribed by the authority or its representative as the necessary prerequisite for order. Any environment developed by the people without any plan by the central authority was assumed to be disorderly, though that need not necessarily have been the case.⁴² As a result, to prove that order existed, scholarly efforts were concentrated on collecting evidence that these towns were in fact centrally planned, and in the process misinterpreted their data. Al-Janabi, for example, establishes a hypothetical layout of Kufa in which he conceived the town to be orthogonal and well designed.⁴³

Basra was founded in 638 by ʿUtb b. Ghawzan. Al-Baladhuri (d. 892) says that the “people established claims (or marked out, ihṭaṭṭa) and built [their] dwellings.”⁴⁴ He does not refer to any authority. Al-Mawardi (d. 1058) adds that

the companions [of the Prophet] had settled in Basra during ʿUmar’s reign and made khīṭṭas for their inhabiting tribes (qubāʿīlī ʿahlihā); they established the width of its major streets which were its miqāṣ [place where their horses were kept]⁴⁵ at sixty cubits; they made the other streets twenty cubits, and they made the width of each lane (zāyaqīr) seven cubits. They also established in the center of each khīṭṭa a wide ṭabbā (forecourt) for their horses’ stations and for their cemetery. Their dwellings abutted each other. They did not do this without an opinion on which they agreed (wa-lam yafʿala dhālika ḫilla ʿan raʾyin atṭafaqū ʿalayhī).⁴⁶

The first sentence of this passage refers to “the companions” and not to the authority, and “companion” can mean any individual who talked with, or even just saw, the Prophet. Basra was founded just six years after the Prophet’s death. The final sentence suggests that the inhabitants could influence both the layout of the khīṭṭa and other decisions, if they did not actually make them. The quotation from al-Mawardi is also reported by Abu Yaʿ ᵇa al-Hanbali (d. 1066) of the same generation.⁴⁷ This may imply that both of them quoted an earlier reliable source. Thus the khīṭṭa were most likely laid out by the inhabitants and not, as others have claimed, by the authorities.⁴⁸ If any khīṭṭa was marked out by someone other than the inhabitants it would have been clear from the text.

Al-Baladhuri, for example, says of a group of people (possibly Persians) known as the Asawira, who had accepted Islam and moved to Basra after its foundation, that “their khīṭṭa were marked out [khuttat, or claimed] for them; then they settled and dug their stream which is known as the Asawira stream [or river].”⁴⁹ This use of the word khuttat means that someone else had established their khīṭṭa or claim for them.⁴⁹

*Fustat*. Fustat was founded in the year 641 or 642 by ʿAmr ibn al-ʿAs.⁵⁰ Two contradictory theories have been propounded about how it was laid out. According to al-Hathloul,
information from al-Fustat suggests two issues that were certainly applicable in the other newly-founded amirs towns [Kufa and Basra]: the khitātah as a system of planning; and the actual process of physical development within the city, including the formation of the street patterns. Regarding the first, the report of al-Maqrizi about the three khitāt, Aḥl al-Rayah, Aḥl al-Zahir, and al-Laff, suggests that the khitāt was used as a unit of planning and that it represented a system that was repeated in all three towns. This system was based on the tribe as an already existing institution. However, this institution was flexible enough to expand or shrink to suit the standard number of inhabitants that seem to have been established for the khitātah.51

On the other hand, describing the foundation of Fustat, Guest asserts that “if ‘Amr [the general] had conceived the idea of assigning places to the founders of Fustat and arranging for building on any kind of regular scheme, of laying out the town on a definite plan, he would not have been in a position to carry out his project. There is some evidence that he did not make the attempt.”52 Then he concludes:

the arrangement of khitatāh with intervals would have enabled regular roads to be dispensed with at first. The plan of later Fustat shows no trace of even one direct main thoroughfare that may have dated from the foundation, and its tortuous streets and ways are just such as would have been formed if left to produce themselves as the town grew up.53

The first passage says that the tribes arranged themselves to fit a pre-planned system of units, i.e., that they were assigned khitās and did not themselves claim them or decide upon their boundaries. The second passage implies that tribes claimed and laid out their own khitās. My evidence supports the second.

When a person settled on a piece of land, it was recognized and respected as his property. Qaysaba b. Kulthum had settled on the land that was chosen to be the site for the mosque of ‘Amr b. al-‘As in Fustat. Al-Maqrizi relates that when the site had been decided, ‘Amr asked Qaysaba for it, promising to give him another piece of land in its place. To this Qaysaba answered, “You Muslims know that I possessed (ḥuztu) this site and owned it, and I am giving it as charity to the Muslims.”54 This case illustrates that even the general himself did not have the power to compel a person to relinquish his property. Al-Qaddā‘i, when describing the settling of the tribes, states that they “conjoined in on one another and they competed for places; then ‘Amr assigned Mu‘awiyya b. Khadij and ... [three other persons] to take charge of the khitās, and they abode the people and settled disputes between the tribes; this was in the year twenty-one [642].”55 This statement can be interpreted in two ways: either the khitās were already marked out and the tribes competed in selecting them, or the tribes came into conflict when they marked out their sites, and those four individuals were assigned by ‘Amr to settle the disputes. But the phrase “conjoined in on one another” implies that the tribes all came in together; had the khitās already been marked out, the heads of the tribes would have been informed about their khitās’ location, and no disputes would have ensued.56

Guest cites forty-nine khitās in the foundation of Fustat.57 With four exceptions, all of them were named either after tribes or after individuals, mainly prominent figures or heads of tribes or subtribes. Al-Maqrizi describes the location and the inhabitants of twenty-one khitās in Fustat.58 According to his description, again with the exception of the four khitās, each was settled by members of the same tribe. In other words the tribes did not shrink or expand to suit a standard number of inhabitants, but the khitāa shrank or expanded to accommodate the size of the group. Furthermore, from the structure of the sentences which describe the formation of these khitās one can easily conclude that they were claimed by the tribes. For example, regarding the khitā of Lakhm b. Adiy, al-Maqrizi states that “Lakhm started its khitā from where al-Rayya’s khitā ended, and headed (as’adat) toward the north....”59 Regarding the khitāt of the Persians, he states that the Persians “came with ‘Amr ibn al-‘As to Egypt,” then they settled it [Fustat], and they claimed the foot of the mountain which is called Bab al-Bun mountain.”60 It seems that some tribes, such as the Bani Wā‘il, al-Qabbaq, Rayya and Rashida, had managed to select better sites than others. Maqrizi’s explanation is that they were among the first to come with ‘Amr to Fustat; thus “they settled before the other people and claimed these places.”61

Most of the khitās have descriptions that mention in one way or another that the tribes themselves settled their khitās. One tribe even had two khitās at the same time, and alternated their use. The tribe of Mahra had a khitā to the southeast (qabl) of khitā al-Rayya which “they used... to stable their horses on Fridays”; they also had another khitā at the foot of Yashkar mountain in which they resided. Maqrizi relates that the tribe of Mahra ultimately resided in the khitā near khitā al-Rayya and abandoned its houses in the khitā on Yashkar mountain.62 This implies that the process of allotting khitās involved settlement and not assignment; oth-
wise a tribe could never have occupied two _khīṭṭas_ at the same time, especially one near _khīṭṭa_ al-Raya in the center of Fustat, which the tribe used as a way station, and especially when there were other tribes that could not find a site to occupy.

Finally four _khīṭṭas_ — those of Ahl al-Zahir, al-Lafīf, and al-Raya or Ahl al-Raya — were not named after tribes. According to Ibn Manzur, the army was made up of musters, each of which was listed in the _diwān_ (army lists). Basing his argument on the observation that some tribes were subdivided and others obliged to combine to form a _khīṭṭa_, Guest concludes that there was a connection between a _khīṭṭa_ and a muster. To argue this he uses the formation of the _khīṭṭa_ of Ahl al-Raya, al-Lafīf, and al-Zahir. But al-Maqrizi, the source he refers to, does not support his conclusion. Guest probably misunderstood his source, because he did not notice that al-Maqrizi carefully distinguished between _khīṭṭa_ (sing.) and _khīṭṭat_ (pl.). In fact, there was no relationship between a muster and a _khīṭṭa_, but there was a relationship between a tribe, or subtribe, and a _khīṭṭa_.

When he mentions the _khīṭṭat_ of al-Lafīf, al-Maqrizi uses the plural because eight subtribes are involved. The inhabitants of those _khīṭṭat_ voluntarily detached themselves from their tribes to follow a particular chief, 'Umar b. Jumala. The inhabitants asked General 'Amr for a separate muster in the _diwān_, but the request was refused because their kinsmen in the tribe objected. As a result the members of the subtribes were mustered with their kinsmen residing in different _khīṭṭas_, but not with their tribes. As for the _khīṭṭat_ of Ahl al-Zahir, al-Maqrizi explains that they were named al-Zahir ("outside") because the tribes which settled on them arrived very late and found every site occupied. The name al-Zahir refers to the site; it has nothing to do with a muster. This is clear from the _khīṭṭat_ al-'Utaqa; which is in the center of the al-Zahir site; its inhabitants were mustered together with the inhabitants of the _khīṭṭat_ Ahl al-Raya in the center of Fustat. In other words the inhabitants of two _khīṭṭas_ at some distance from each other were mustered up together.

The _khīṭṭa_ of Ahl al-Raya (the People of the Flag), is explained by al-Maqrizi as resulting when many tribes, each with too few individuals to justify a separate muster in the _diwān_, refused to be attached to or referred to by the name of some other tribe. "So 'Amr made a flag ( _raya_ ) for them and did not ascribe it to anyone, and said, 'you should muster beneath it,' so it became their common lineage." The Ahl al-Raya and the inhabitants of the _khīṭṭat_ al-'Utaqa who had arrived late and had had to settle outside Fustat were mustered together.

The _khīṭṭa_ of the Ahl al-Ray was clearly claimed by the inhabitants and not assigned to them. Al-Maqrizi reports that they started marking their _khīṭṭa_ from the spot where they had stood when they besieged the fortress known as Bab al-Hisn (the Gate of the Fortress). Then they extended their _khīṭṭa_ to Hammam al-Far and on to the west up to the Nile. He adds that "this _khīṭṭa_ surrounds the great mosque on all sides," which tells us that it was not contiguous.

The fourth _khīṭṭa_ not named after a tribe were the three _khīṭṭat_ of al-Hamrawat (literally, the reddish _khīṭṭas_). Within the _khīṭṭat_, each _khīṭṭa_ contained many _khīṭṭat_ belonging to various tribes. The majority of the settlers were non-Arab Muslims who had come with 'Amr from Damascus. For example, the _khīṭṭas_ of Bani Rubil were settled by the approximately thousand Jews and the _khīṭṭas_ of Bani al-Azaq by four hundred "Romans" who had converted to Islam. These _khīṭṭas_, too, were claimed and not assigned.

Finally the description of the _khīṭṭas_ of al-Jiza, in a part of Fustat on the western side of the Nile, given by al-Maqrizi clearly implies that the tribes claimed their _khīṭṭas_ and themselves decided upon their boundaries. When, on Caliph 'Umar's request, General 'Amr asked them to move back to the eastern side of the river for strategic reasons, the tribes refused and 'Amr had no way to compel them to obey.

It is clear, then, that Fustat was not planned by a central authority and that the _khīṭṭa_ was never used as a planning unit; rather, each tribe claimed its _khīṭṭa_ and established its own boundaries. If each tribe had the right to establish its own boundaries, it certainly owned and controlled the land within them.

The situation in Kufa was somewhat different, but it can still be extrapolated from the better documented settling of Basra and Fustat. The major difference is that Fustat was occupied gradually; Kufa was settled all at once. The settlers had stayed in al-Mada'in temporarily; then they moved on when the site for Kufa had been selected.

Abu al-Hayyaj and a group of men of distinguished reputation ( _ahl al-ra'y_ ) were given the task of laying out the main roads in Kufa, which were to radiate out from the square; they were also to follow Caliph 'Umar's advice on the width of those roads. Unfortunately we know nothing about the identity or size of this group.
However it is likely that its members were from the various tribes, each representing his own tribe’s interests. According to al-Tabari’s report, the decisions were made by Abu al-Hayyaj after agreements were reached among those representatives. This implies that Abu al-Hayyaj did not make the decision, but was rather an organizer or even a mediator among the members.

Little is known about how the tribes were settled in the town. However, al-Tabari relates that they were located on the land between the main marked roads. He also gives their names and where each was located. In some cases more than one tribe shared the site between two roads. For example, the tribe of Juwayna shared the road and the area between two roads with a group of people who did not belong to any tribe (akhba’). His description does not imply that tribes shared khittas, as some scholars have claimed, but that they shared the main road or the area between two main roads. In other words, the khitta was not used as a planning unit; its size was reduced or expanded according to the size of the tribe that was to settle on it. This is clear from al-Baladhuri when he reports that Nizar’s khitta was sited on the west side of the marked square and contained eight thousand individuals, while the Ahl al-Yaman, with a khitta on the east side of the square, had twelve thousand. Furthermore, the roads radiating from the square varied in number in different directions. Toward the north five roads were marked, toward the south four, and toward the east and west three. This suggests that the areas in between these roads were not equal. Following ‘Umar’s instructions, the allotments given to individuals were also not of a uniform size.

Al-Tabari adds that “[the tribes] built [did not mark] secondary roads that were narrower than the main roads and ran either parallel to or between them.” The latter, the connecting roads, met but did not intersect the main roads. The main roads were marked out by a central authority, but the narrower secondary roads were not. They either emerged as a result of the incremental building of dwellings or they were designated by adjoining tribes as boundaries between their khittas or by members of the same tribe to mark out holdings within the tribal khitta. When al-Tabari tells us that the streets met, but did not cross, the main roads, this too suggests that their course was decided on by the inhabitants, whether the various tribes or members of a single tribe.

Al-Tabari’s description mentions twenty tribes and suggests that they included all the tribes that originally inhabited Kufa. Al-Janabi tells us that at its foundation Kufa’s population included approximately a hundred thousand combat soldiers, suggesting that the population of each khitta numbered in the thousands. Each khitta was so large that it had its own cemetery and mosque. Sources agree that each tribe subdivided its own khitta.

If the authorities did not intervene by assigning khittas in Fustat and deciding on their boundaries in Fustat, Kufa, and Basra, then we can assume that it also did not interfere with the way each tribe used its land. Where a tribe occupied one large khitta, it must have had complete tribal autonomy. The only regulation imposed from outside was that to ensure privacy dwellings could not exceed three stories.

The sources indicate not only that each khitta includes many smaller khittas which in turn contain many more still smaller khittas, but that a khitta need not be completely built on. The residing party can leave unbuilt spaces and still retain ownership. In al-Jiza the khittas clearly contained open spaces so that when reinforcements were sent and the population increased, each group had land left for any relatives. In this way the building so increased that the khittas of Jiza closed up into one. In Kufa, al-Tabari says that when a new group of people (al-ravada’) arrived, the inhabitants of a dwelling or a khitta would either make room for the newcomers, if they were few, or some inhabitants would move out and join their relatives on new land, if the newcomers were numerous. This suggests that a khitta, whether a dwelling or a tribal holding, included some unbuilt space. Since the tribe collectively invited newcomers belonging to the tribe to occupy unoccupied land within the khitta, the tribe must collectively have controlled all the khitta’s unbuilt space. In the case of families or groups of families, relatives were permitted to settle unbuilt territory, indicating that families too controlled their unbuilt spaces.

Putting all these pieces together we may conclude that all the decisions in these towns were made by the inhabitants, with no intervention from the central authority. Shared spaces such as forecourts, squares, streets, and culs-de-sac within the khitta were collectively owned and controlled. The town thereby became a series of adjacent properties controlled by its users, suggesting that the morphology of these towns came about as the result of the many small decisions made by the settlers themselves. The users owned the land that became the lanes and dead-end streets; the streets were
The economic, cultural, and social implications of this change are many. Keeping the city clean, for example, was once the responsibility of the inhabitants, since they would not have allowed an outsider to trespass on their land. In contemporary Muslim cities, governments have to keep the public spaces clean, because the users no longer own it and no longer feel responsible for it. Although the old system had its advantages, it also had its drawbacks. The lessons that can be drawn from the past about city organization remain to be discussed.27
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NOTES

2. K. A. C. Creswell, Early Muslim Architecture, 2d ed. (New York, 1979), vol. 1, pt. 1, p. 22; for the use of the verb, see also pp. 28, 39.
8. Ibn ʿAbdīn, Radd al-Muhtār ‘ala al-Durr al-Mukhtar, known as Ḥashiyat Ibn ʿAbdīn, 8 vols. (Beirut, 1966), 6:431. Al-Shāfī‘ī (d. 819) defines mawṣū‘ as “what is not urbanized or built (ṣū‘ir) and that which belongs to it (pasture land, for example), even if [that land] abuts urban land”; al-Mawardi (d. 1058), al-Akhām al-Sulṭānīyya (Cairo, 1960), p. 177.
9. For details, see Abu Yusuf, Kitāb al-Kharāj (Beirut, 1979), p. 63.
10. The Hanbali rite defines it as “what is not owned by anyone or has no trace of settlement on it” (Ibn Qudāmah, al-Mughni, ed. M. Harras, 9 vols. (Cairo, n.d.), 5:563. The Malikī rite defines it as “the land that is not owned by any person and is not useful [because it is not utilized]” (al-ʿAbbādī, al-Mukātīyya fi al-Shārī‘a al-Islāmīyya, 1:307). Those who disagree are Abu Yusuf (d. 798) and Abu Hanīfa from the Hanafi school of law. Abu Yusuf defines it as “any land so distant from settled areas that if a man calls out loudly from there, his voice cannot be heard [in the settlement],” Abu Ya‘qūb al-Hanbālī (d. 458 H., al-Akhām al-Sulṭānīyya (Cairo, 1966), p. 209; Ibn Qudāmah, al-Mughni, 5:567.

13. Ibn ʿAbd al-Malik (d. 638); Ibn Qudāmah, al-Mugny, 5:656; the authority used to recognize ownership of revived land; for example ʿUmar b. ʿAbd al-Azīz (d. 720), wrote to his governor requesting him to recognize ownership rights to dead land for those who revived it (Abu ʿUbayd, Kitāb al-Awarid, p. 368).

14. The first type is called ḥitha waʿal, the second is ḥitha waʿal. This is a summary of the classification made by al-Hanbali, al-Ahkām al-Sunanayn, pp. 227-40, al-Mawiardi, al-Ahkām al-Sunanayn, pp. 190-98; Ibn Qudāmah, al-Mugny, 5:567-80. This is based on the Prophet’s tradition, “Common land belongs to God and His Prophet; then it is yours. He who revives dead land owns it; and the demarcator has no right to it after three years.” The sources tell us that ʿUmar, the second caliph, reconfirmed this principle. Abu Yusuf’s theory is that he did so because people had begun to claim dead land without using it (Abu Yusuf, Kitāb al-Khayrāj, p. 63); for details, see Akbar, “Responsibility and the Traditional Muslim Built Environment,” pp. 77-81.


17. For example, ḥayōn is used to mean an animal pen; it is derived from ḥayān and means “to prevent the animals from moving in or out” (ibid., pp. 665-66).


21. Al-Wūṣufi, Futūḥ al-Buldān, p. 341. Al-ʿAbbās provides another usage when he says that when ʿUmar wanted to demolish his house, “the Prophet has marked it out (khṭaṭṭa) for me, and installed its drainage by his hand,” al-Samḥūdī, Ṣafā bi-Ḥaṣa bi ʿArāb, 2:489.


24. Ibid., p. 732.

25. See below, section on Basra.


27. For Baghdaḍ; see, for example, al-Baladurī, Futūḥ al-Buldān; al-Yaʿqūbī, Tārīkh al-Yaʿqūbī, 2:374.


30. Al-Yaʿqūbī, Tārīkh al-Yaʿqūbī, 2:358; for another example, Usama ibn ʿAbd al-Muḥaffīẓ reports that the Prophet marked out a mosque for his community. The usage suggests that the Prophet established the boundaries of the mosque and nailed up a piece of wood to indicate the qibla direction (A. al-Kittānī, al-Tarābih al-Idārīyya, 2 vols. [Beirut, n.d.], 2:76).


32. This is reported by Ubay ibn Kaḥib quoting the Prophet Muhammad; al-Samḥūdī, Ṣafā bi-Ḥaṣa bi ʿArāb, 2:483; see also p. 489, in which it is reported differently, but with the same suggestions that the khṭa is not marked out on the ground and that part of the khṭa can overlap with another’s house.


36. Al-Ṭabarī, Tārīkh, 4:44.

37. Ibid., 4:44-45.

38. In my book, Crisis in the Built Environment: The Case of the Muslim City (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1988), I argue that intervention by the authority has many disadvantages and that the traditional environment was in better physical condition than it is today because it was shaped by the users.


41. For a definition of mirbad, see Ibn Manẓūr, Lisān al-ʿArab al-Muḥīt, 1:1105.

42. Al-Mawardi, al-Ahkām al-Sunanayn, pp. 179-80.


44. Al-Hathloul’s translation, for example, of J. Zaydan’s citation of al-Mawardi’s statement is that “the settlers divided the city into khṭā according to tribes, assigning a khṭa for each tribe,” suggesting that each tribe was assigned a khṭa and did not select or decide by itself upon the boundaries (Saleh al-Hathloul, “Tradition, Continuity, and Change in the Physical Environment,” Ph.D. diss., MIT, Cambridge, Mass., 1981, p. 35).


46. Different dates were given regarding the foundation of Fustat. See al-Tabarī, Tārīkh, 4:109, and al-Maqrizī, Kitāb al-Muwaṭṭaʿ wa al-Fībār, 1:297.


49. Ibid., p. 78.


51. Ibid., 1:297.
Guest suggests that a general commotion arose as a result of converting Fustat from a temporary camp into a permanent settlement. This conversion may have involved some internal changes of the tribes' territories without necessarily disturbing the main features of the general arrangement. This resulted in assigning these four individuals to settle disputes. By referring to his resources, there is not much evidence to support this suggestion, "Foundation of Fustat," p. 57.

Ibid., p. 83.


The Arabic sentence is fa akhṭatū biḥa wa saḥḥ ṣafṭ al-jabal (ibid., 1:298).

The Arabic sentence is fa-nazalu fi muqaddimati al-nās wa ḥāṣṣ hadīthi al-mawsī‘ī (ibid., 1:298).

Ibid., 1:297.

For the definition of diwan, see Ibn Magzūr, Lisān al-'Arab al-Muhī, 1:1039. Guest's conclusion is based on the khīṣṭat Ahī al-Rayya of which he says, "The parties associated in the Khīṣṭat Ahī er-Rayya were obliged to combine, because they were too small singly for a separate muster in the diwan." (Guest, "Foundation of Fustat," p. 58).

Al-Maqrizī, Kitāb al-Mawsī'iz wa al-Fītār, 1:297.

Ibid. The fortress was the only building in Fustat; ibid., 1:286.

Ibid., 1:298-99.

Ibid., in his description of the khīṣṭat in al-Jīza, he always uses the term ikhṭat or akhṭat, referring to the tribal leader or the tribe in general as the claimer of the land (ibid., 1:206; see also al-Ya‘qūbī, Tārīkh al-Ya‘qūbī, 2:156.

Al-Hathloul interpreted both the roads and the space between the roads as khīṣṭa ("Tradition, Continuity, and Change," p. 37).

Al-Baladhuri, Futūh al-Buldān, pp. 275-76.

Al-Janābī lists the names of those individuals and the site of some of the allotments (takhrīj al-Kūfī, p. 85).

Al-Tabari, Tārīkh, 4:45.

Al-Janābī, Takhrīj al-Kūfī, pp. 41-42; al-Tabari, Tārīkh, 4:45.

Al-Janābī, Takhrīj al-Kūfī, pp. 87-88, 93-94.

Ibid., p. 74.

Al-Tabari, Tārīkh, 4:44.

Guest, "Foundation of Fustat," p. 78.

Al-Tabari, Tārīkh, 4:45; for the meaning of al-mawādīf and rādīf, see Ibn Manẓūr, Lisān al-'Arab al-Muhī, 1:1152.

For a discussion of these issues, see my Crisis in the Built Environment, chap. 8.